Herman Miller
Materials

Portrait Chair

Upholstered Seat, Upholstered Seat/Back

Price Category 1
- Dex: 5 Colors
- Gem: 10 Colors

Price Category 2
- Canon: 12 Colors
- Even: 10 Colors
- Fish Net: 18 Colors
- Marvel: 16 Colors
- Medley: 21 Colors
- Rhythm: 15 Colors
- Rivet: 10 Colors

Price Category 3
- Cambrai: 7 Colors
- Mini Plaid: 12 Colors
- Pinpoint: 9 Colors
- Sailie: 15 Colors
- Tweeded Stripe: 13 Colors

Price Category 4
- Bateau: 8 Colors
- Derby: 16 Colors
- Ecohide Classic: 11 Colors
- Fringe: 12 Colors
- Grannio: 15 Colors
- Irregular Grid: 5 Colors
- Kalista: 12 Colors

Price Category 5
- Bouclè: 15 Colors
- Button-Up: 9 Colors
- Cheswick: 5 Colors
- Claremont: 12 Colors
- Dapper: 7 Colors
- Essential Twill: 8 Colors
- Harlow: 6 Colors

- Hopsack: 17 Colors
- Houndstooth Check: 4 Colors
- Ingenue: 8 Colors
- Iota: 15 Colors
- Pixel Stripe: 7 Colors
- Straightaway: 9 Colors
- Striae: 7 Colors

Upholstered Seat, Upholstered Seat/Back

Price Category 1

Price Category 2

Price Category 3

Price Category 4

Price Category 5
Portrait Chair

Price Category 5
Continued

Tenon
3 Colors
Geiger Textile

Threads
8 Colors
Geiger Textile

Vovare
8 Colors
Geiger Textile

Vionette
18 Colors
Geiger Textile

Price Category 6

Gridwork
6 Colors
Geiger Textile

Overture
4 Colors
Geiger Textile

Pick-Stitch Plaid
7 Colors
Geiger Textile

Sommar
8 Colors
Geiger Textile

Tattersall Reverse
7 Colors
Geiger Textile

Price Category 7

Amenia
11 Colors
Geiger Textile

Bellano
14 Colors
Geiger Textile

Capri
12 Colors
Geiger Textile

Dorset
11 Colors
Geiger Textile

Graphton
8 Colors
Geiger Textile

Milaner
8 Colors
Geiger Textile

Price Category 8

Pantile
14 Colors
Geiger Textile

Panno di Dolce
14 Colors
Geiger Textile

Rexia
6 Colors
Geiger Textile

Sateen Weave
14 Colors
Geiger Textile

True Herringbone
9 Colors
Geiger Textile

Price Category 9

Wool Epinglé
11 Colors
Geiger Textile

Wool Satin
4 Colors
Geiger Textile

Wool Tweed
7 Colors
Geiger Textile

Foot Hills
10 Colors
Geiger Textile

Leather
11 Colors
Portrait Chair

Price Category 10
- Bristol Leather
  - Geiger Textile
  - 43 Colors

Price Category 11
- MCL Leather
  - 12 Colors
- Tenera Leather
  - Geiger Textile
  - 13 Colors

Price Category 14
- Lanalux
  - 7 Colors
  - Maharam

Price Category B
- Messenger
  - 46 Colors
  - Maharam

Price Category C
- Lariat
  - 33 Colors
  - Maharam
- Manner
  - 45 Colors
  - Maharam
- Merit
  - 43 Colors
  - Maharam

Price Category D
- Mode
  - 43 Colors
  - Maharam

Price Category G
- Canvas by Kavadrat
  - 45 Colors
  - Maharam
- Remix by Kavadrat
  - 49 Colors
  - Maharam
- Steelcut by Kavadrat
  - 37 Colors
  - Maharam

Price Category H
- Steelcut Tin by Kavadrat
  - 58 Colors
  - Maharam
Portrait Chair

Price Category J
Hallingdal by Kvadrat
63 Colors
Maharam

Price Category K
Pavement
7 Colors
Maharam

Price Category L
Patio
4 Colors
Maharam
Quatrefoil
5 Colors
Maharam

Price Category M
Names
3 Colors
Maharam

Arm Wrap
Bristol Leather
42 Colors
Geiger Textile

Back, Seat/Back
Wood & Veneer
White Ash
AJ
Walnut
OÜ
Ebony
EN

Frame, Arms, Legs
Finish
Satin Chrome
SAC
Black
BK
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